CALL OF THE MEETING/PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

PUBLIC PORTION

AGENDA ITEMS

CORRESPONDENCE

1. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
1.1 REGULAR MEETING – JUNE 5, 2013

2. NEW BUSINESS
2.1 FAIRFIELD COUNTY MUNICIPAL DEER MGMT. ALLIANCE – ADHOC COMMITTEE
2.2 HUNTINGTON CENTER & REC PATH-PEDESTRIAN ACCESS – DISCUSSION
2.3 MOHEGAN RD./SIDE ROAD TO NIKE SITE– HIGH SPEED TRAFFIC-DISCUSSION
2.4 SITE IMPROVEMENTS–INTERSECTION OF MAPLE STREET & LEAVENWORTH ROAD - DISCUSSION
2.5 GRADE IMPROVEMENTS –INTERSECTION OF WOOSTER ST. & CANAL ST.-DISCUSSION

3. OLD BUSINESS – STATUS UPDATE
3.1 LONG HILL AVENUE- STREETLIGHT

4. REPORTS OF THE EMERGENCY SERVICES
   A. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
   B. POLICE SERVICES
   C. FIRE SERVICES
   D. OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
   E. FIRE MARSHAL

ADJOURNMENT